Abstract-In this paper, we discuss an automata model for parallel approximation of the discrete Voronoi diagram. Given a subset of the n labeled nodes of two-dimensional lattice of m x m nodes, we wish to construct a Voronoi cell for every given node, i.e., mark such nodes that form Voronoi edges and vertices. Our technique is based on the wave generation in the cellular automata lattice, their spreading and interaction. The waves are generated in such sites that are corresponded to lattice nodes of a given set (which should be separated).
INTRODUCTION
One of the prime meanings related with the division of plane has been given by Russian mathematician Georgii Feodosievich Voronoi about a century ago [l] . A planar Voronoi diagram (VD) for set P of n points is the partition of the plane into n polygonal regions, one to each point, each of which is associated with a point p E P and contains all points of the plane that are closer to p than to any other point of P. This sort of the plane partition is used intensively in theoretical as well as applied fields of science. A most known example is the usage of VD for free collision motion planning in the room with obstacles [2, 3] . The notion of VD has been continued to VD of the objects different from the points [4-61 and in the non-Euclidean metrics [7-lo] . An abstract VD based on the systems of the bisecting curves as primary objects was introduced by Klein [ll] .
Following the extensive way, we will be concentrating on the discrete Voronoi diagram (DVD), produced over the finite subset of the nodes of integer lattice. On the analogy of planar VD, we can say the bisector B(p',p") of two nodes p' and p" of two-dimensional integer lattice L is such subset of L that any element of it is equidistant from p' and p". In the result of the computing of the bisectors for ail the possible dispositions of two nodes, we find that discrete bisectors cannot be constructed in several cases. To avoid the imperfection we modified the definition of discrete bisector.
The algorithms for computing VD are so numerous that they can be found in almost any journal concerning computer science. The basic knowledge and detailed description of the algorithms are in [12, 13] . One of the most popular methods is Fortune's sweepline algorithm [14] , which runs in O(n logn) time. An abstract VD can be constructed by the divide-and-conquer algorithm in time O(nlogn) in the worst case [9-111. In [4] , the author shows that VD of n sites in the plane is computed in f?(n) time when the sites lie on the vertices of a convex polygon.
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An optimal algorithm designed in [15] computes oriented VD in O(nlogn) upper time. Evans and Stoimenovic [16] proved the parallel algorithm which constructs VD in a shared memory computer with two-processor simultaneously writing in O(log3n) and with concurrent writing in O(log'n) upper times. The references on U(log4 n) (cube connected cycles), 0(&i log n)
(O(n) mesh-connected computer), O(log3n) complexity bounds can be found in the paper of Jeong and Lee [17] . They compute VD in O(fi) t ime in &i x &i mesh-connected computer by divide-and-conquer technique.
The reliable systolic implementation is discussed in (181.
In this work, we will realize an "innocent" attempt to solving the DVD problem in a massively parallel computing device. It is based on the principle features of the biological excitable media, e.g., homogeneous neural networks and reaction-diffusion media. The same idea has been used successfully in the constructing of a minimum spanning tree of a finite planar set, when we involved in the algorithm mechanisms of a dendritic tree growing in neural morphogenesis [19] .
A sketch of our algorithm is as follows: configuration of the labeled nodes of lattice L was projected onto the two-dimensional array of processing elements (cells) in such a way that cells corresponding to labeled nodes of L pass to excited states after the stage of projecting. A projection from negative onto photographic paper is the most adequate instance.
After that, waves of excited states (there are several states of cell which may be excited in general) begin to spread in all directions from the sourcecells of initial excitation. The waves originating from the different sources interact with each other and produce spatial patterns in the result of the interactions.
These patterns will not be changed in time. The speed of any wave is constant. Every wave keeps away from source in distance t within t time steps; therefore waves starting at two different cells meet at cells which are equidistant from these sources. Thus they will form bisector separating the source-cells. The work consists of the following parts. In Section 2, we give the basic notions.
Section 3 explains the notion of discrete bisectors, discusses several shortcomings of the common definition of the bisector and offers the improvements and modifications. In Section 4, we design two algorithms for the constructing of DVD in cellular automata, compare them and prove complexity. The ways for further investigations on the DVD are presented in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we explain what a discrete bisector is, introduce into usage the modification of classic bisector and give a general definition of a two-dimensional cellular automaton.
We will designate a two-dimensional integer lattice of m x m nodes by symbol L. The given data is a subset P of n labeled nodes of lattice L. Let When there is no need to specify metric we will use term d(a, b) for brevity. A notion of the bisector can be introduced by analogy with planar
) is a bisector of the nodes a and b. The further results will show us that such a definition of discrete bisector is not sufficient to separate nodes of L in a correct way; sometimes nodes will not have any bisector but can be separated in the common sense. To overcome this shortcoming we define the second sort of the bisector:
The discrete Voronoi diagram (DVD) of a set P is a partition of lattice into sublattices; each of them corresponds to a unique node p E P and contains such elements of L that are closer to p than to any other node of P. Thus, DVC(p) = {z E L : d(z,p) < d(z,z) Vt E P} will be a discrete Voronoi cell of node p and DVD(P) = UpEP aDVC(p), aDVC(p) E L, be a discrete Voronoi diagram. states of cell IC and its neighborhood U(Z) at time t are zt and u(z)" = (y",, . . . , y:). Any cell calculates its next state Xt+l in accordance with function and depending on the state u(x)" of its neighborhood at time t on the rule xt+i = f(~(x)").
The global configuration of S is a mapping c : L --+ Q and at time t it can be written as ct.
Let us extract the states #, l (rest state) and + (excited state) from the cell states set Q and assume that node of L and cell of A having identical coordinates (indices) will be depicted by the same letter, e.g., 2. So the problem of constructing DVD can be modified in the following way: given set P of n labeled nodes of L, we wish to construct such cellular automaton S that Vx E A, (x0 = +) ; ( x0 = l ) and P = {X E A 1 x0 = +} and 3r E N (Vt 2 r (c" = ct+l) A ('~'2 E A (d = #) ; (z" = 0))) and DVD(P) = {z E A 1 xt = #}. In other words, we wish to find a cellular automaton which starts in configuration co representing set P and after the evolution co -+ cl 3 cz --+ . . falls into the fixed point c* = ct representing DVD(P).
BISECTORS
Let us designate the bisectors Bi (., .) and B2(., .) computed in Lr and L, metrics by Bii (., .), &d., .L &I(-, -1 and hoo(., .), respectively, and define distances between nodes a, b E L in x-and y-axes by Ix, -261 = s, and Iya -ybl = sy . Then we can compute above-defined bisectors for all the versions of mutual disposition of the nodes a and b (Figure 1 ). To characterize features of the bisectors we will use an auxiliary predicate Odd : N -+ {True, False} and write Odd (h) when h is odd and Todd (h) for h even, h E N. There is an even number of nodes of L on segment ya between nodes a and b (different from a and b). Therefore we can not label any such node e E L (xe,ye), ye = ya, that IX,--x,1 = IXb-x,1. The similar proposition is true when ye # ya. However DVC(a) and DVC(b) are the half-lattices, e.g., DVC(a) = {e E L I x < 2, + (Xb -xa)/2} and DVC(b) = {e E L I xe 2 Xb -(Xb -X6)/2}, e _ when x, > Xb, ya = yb and Odd (s,). Our goal is to label nodes which form bounds of DVD(p), p E P. So, we introduced the modified bisectors &I(., .) and BzW(., .). In addition to the above said, we assume xa < 26, yla < yb, sI 5 sY and formulate the following features. The last property indicates that bisectors &I(., .) and Bz~(., .) are more appropriate than Bll (., .) and Blo3(-, .) because they are connected sets of lattice nodes.
CELLULAR AUTOMATA ALGORITHMS
The essential idea of the cellular automata algorithms is simple enough.
A configuration of given nodes of P is projected onto the cellular array A being in quiescent state in such a way that cells corresponding to the elements of P switch to the so-called excited state +. Waves of + state spread from source cells in all directions with constant unit speed. A wave moves away at distance t from source cell within the t time steps. Waves originating from two different cells meet with each other in the cells lying equidistantly from the source cells. Therefore, in order to label bisecting nodes we should assign cells where waves are collided with special state #. If a cell passed to state # then it will be at state # every time. We have designed two sorts of cellular automata 91 and 3~ which compute DVD in the same time. Every cell of 91 has O(1) states but cell of %N O(n) states, where n = IPI. To avoid self-interactions of a wave we mark waves originating from the different sources by the different states. This is the first approach to eliminating self-interaction; the second one will be discussed in the proof of Theorem 2. Let Q = {1,2,. . . , n, -, l , #}, I&I = n + 3, and 1,2,. . . , n are excited states, l is a rest state, -is a refractory state and # is the so-called state of bisecting nodes (nodes which form bisectors). In addition, we will use two auxiliary sets: M(u(~)~) = {h E Q 1 3y E U(X), # = h} and 1(~)~ = M(u(x)~) n {1,2,. . . ,n}. Thus, any cell z of CA S~(N calculates its state 2 t+l from the state zt and neighborhood state Us (for the simplicity we assume that U(X) := U(X) \ x): Transition Condition
O(n)-Algorithm
In Figure 3 , we display a series of the global evolution steps of cellular automaton $N with cell neighborhood ~1 when it computes bisector of point a (with coordinates (5,5)) and point b (with coordinates (15,ll)). Let us prove the time complexity. In the case of single source cell, all cells of array A return to the rest state l at most m steps. Assume there are two nodes to be separated (and two sources of the excitation).
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Using analogous discoursing one can design a cell state transitions diagram for cellular automaton 531 with up neighborhood (8 neighbors). Let predicate P(x)" be calculated as P(x)" = ((xc", = .................  .................. .................  ....................  .................... ..i'.............  ..... ......... and &(a,b) have been detected cellular automaton Sr with cell neighborhoods us (8 neighbors) (1-6) and 2~1 (cruciform, 4 neighbors) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) , and cellular automaton SN with cell neighborhoods u2 (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) and ur (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) . The mutual dispositions of the nodes of P (labeled by *) are identical with ones in Figure 1 . ...i#............  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . An illustrative example of separating nodes being in positions (5, 5) and (15,ll) in cellular automaton Sr with cell neighborhood ~2 is in Figure 6 . Now, discuss the quality of the constructing of DVD. 
